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	Learn how to design, plan, implement, and support a secure remote access solution using DirectAccess in Windows Server 2016. Remote Access has been included in the Windows operating system for many years. With each new operating system release, new features and capabilities have been included to allow network engineers and security administrators to provide remote access in a secure and cost-effective manner.


	DirectAccess in Windows Server 2016 provides seamless and transparent, always on remote network connectivity for managed Windows devices. DirectAccess is built on commonly deployed Windows platform technologies and is designed to streamline and simplify the remote access experience for end users. In addition, DirectAccess connectivity is bidirectional, allowing administrators to more effectively manage and secure their field-based assets.


	Implementing DirectAccess with Windows Server 2016 provides a high-level overview of how DirectAccess works. The vision and evolution of DirectAccess are outlined and business cases and market drivers are explained. DirectAccess is evaluated against traditional VPN and this book describes the Windows platform technologies that underpin this solution. In addition, this book:

	
		Explains how the technology works and the specific IT pain points that it addresses
	
		Includes detailed, prescriptive guidance for those tasked with implementing DirectAccess using Windows Server 2016
	
		Addresses real-world deployment scenarios for small and large organizations
	
		Contains valuable tips, tricks, and implementation best practices for security and performance<



	What you’ll learn


	
		A high-level understanding of the various remote access technologies included in Windows Server 2016.
	
		Common uses cases for remote access, and how best to deploy them in a secure, stable, reliable, and highly available manner.
	
		Valuable insight in to design best practices and learn how to implement DirectAccess and VPN with Windows Server 2016 according to deployment best practices.



	Who This Book Is For


	IT administrators, network, and security administrators and engineers, systems management professionals, compliance auditors, and IT executive management (CIO, CISO) are the target audience for this title. 
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Programming Jakarta Struts, 2nd EditionO'Reilly, 2004
Over the last few years, web development has turned a very important  corner. Gone are the days when Java™ developers  wrestled with a single JSP that contained presentation logic,  database access via SQL, and navigational intelligence. Java web  developers have learned from their mistakes, paid the price in  debugging and...
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Apple Device Management: A Unified Theory of Managing Macs, iPads, iPhones, and AppleTVsApress, 2019

	
		Working effectively with Apple platforms at a corporate or business level includes not only infrastructure, but a mode of thinking that administrators have to adopt to find success. A mode of thinking that forces you to leave 30 years of IT dogma at the door. This book is a guide through how to integrate Apple products in your...
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Systems Thinking, Third Edition: Managing Chaos and Complexity: A Platform for Designing Business ArchitectureMorgan Kaufmann, 2011

	This is an unconventional book for an unconventional reader. It is intended
	for those professionals who, in addition to their specialized knowledge,
	would like to get a handle on life so they may put their special text into its
	proper context. It speaks to those thinkers and practitioners who have
	come to realize that learning to be...
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RESTful PHP Web ServicesPackt Publishing, 2008

	This book discusses the use of PHP to implement web applications based on REST architectural principles. Web services are a popular breed of web application technologies in today's programmable Web, and REST is the most popular style used in there. This book uses real-world examples as well as step-by-step guidelines to explain how to...
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Analog Circuit Design, Volume 2: Immersion in the Black Art of Analog DesignNewnes, 2013

	Analog circuit and system design today is more essential than ever before. With the growth of digital systems, wireless communications, complex industrial and automotive systems, designers are being challenged to develop sophisticated analog solutions. This comprehensive source book of circuit design solutions aids engineers with elegant and...
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i -Net+ Study GuideSybex, 2002
Here's the book you need to prepare for CompTIA's i-Net+ Exam.  This      Sybex Study Guide provides:
      

	Full coverage of every exam      objective      
	Practical information on network hardware      
	Hundreds of      challenging review questions, in the book...
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